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Our dissertation consist in appreciate to the classical Nom story from the archetypal 

standpoint by aiming to new contributions on two aspects, knowledge and practice. 

On the one hand, i.e the knowledge aspect, the dissertation at first systematically and 

deeply interprets, analyzes the classical Nom story from the archetypal point of view. 

Particularly, we put it in connection with the former literary tradition, which belongs to the 

mode of pre-modern thought, contained various modes that have represented reality 

depending upon sides such as spatial structure, mentally inner symbols, limits of fate and 

challenge of human fate, etc. By which, we consider an archetype as a code penetrating into 

its imaginary realms, especially at the thinking profoundity, its immersed structures. 

We agree with the notion that the literary development, concretely the Vietnamese 

middle age literature has a quality as an inter-history, in which, it always relates to original 

courses of history rather than utilizes former literary successes (the classical literature 

involving the constructed literature according to both sphere and folklore) as material to 

create, to structure an other world entailing particular notions or thoughts. Finding archetypes 

thus in the classical Nom story also shows those relationships. 

The dissertation points out artistic-literary values in the classical Nom story 

together with demonstrates similarity between Western scientific theories and objects 

of pre-modern literature. It therefore would prove to what the modern literary theory 

and criticism have shown in many various ways that when seen by a new method, old 

literary figures have not yet existed in its static nature. 

 Depending upon Carl Jung’s archetypal doctrine applied to the classical Nom 



story, we found its aesthetic values as well as values of humanity on aspects such as: 

micro social spaces, sacred spaces, limit of fate and way of escaping these limits. That 

is also expectations, ideas directed to great and ideal human merits. 

On the other hand, i.e. the practice aspect, the manipulation of a concrete theory 

to study objects of concrete literature, the dissertation also usefully contributes to 

similarly researching into notions, in situation as the popular Nom story, the fairy tale/ 

the legendary and so on, the Vietnamese middle age literature as well as other objects 

of the modern literature.  

The dissertation is usefully a referential documentation for next studies about near 

ways as symbol, culture. Beside which it is also useful for teaching, referential course, 

etc. 
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